Commercial/Residential/Institutional Installations

Seat Shall be Beneke No.

- 400 TM Regular
- 500 TM Elongated

- Seats and covers are injection molded of high strength, impact and chemical resistant polypropylene.
- Matching Top Mount Hinges of impact resistant thermoplastic have strong, non-corrosive nylon bolts fitted with plastic nuts.
- Sanitary inner rim design directs all moisture into the bowl.
- The low-profile Perma-Bumper® feature provides integrally molded bumpers that are permanent, sanitary and easy to clean.
- Seats meet or exceed existing commercial standards.
- White and select fixture-matched colors. (See Color Chart for availability.)

For special orders requiring antimicrobial and flame retardant features, please contact our Customer Service Department for details and minimum order requirements.

500 TM Elongated (Closed front seat with cover)

Exclusive inner rim and unique new bumper designs are integrally molded (as part of the seat) for permanence, sanitation and cleaning ease. Inner rim prohibits moisture flow to the outside of the bowl.

Top Mount Hinges provide fast, easy installation. Connected snap-on cap conceals bolt head when closed.

Original BENEKE® Features